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1 Introduction
STQC has been entrusted with the responsibility of developing the Information Security Standards and
Guidelines for eGovernance in India. This paper presents an approach to identify the necessary
standards and guidelines based on an Information Security Assurance Framework.

2 Information Security Assurance Framework
2.1 Information Security
eGovernance involves Information Technology enabled initiatives that are used for improving the
interaction between Government and citizens or Government and business as well as the internal
Government operations. To provide “trusted” services, eGovernance needs to focus on Effectiveness,
Efficiency, Flexibility & Transparency.
If the citizen or end user is to derive maximum benefit from the provision of e‐Services through e‐
Governance, the e‐Service must possess the following attributes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The users must know the information about the available e‐services;
The users must be aware of the benefits of these services;
The user should be able to locate the e‐services easily;
The e‐services must be accessible to all members of the intended target groups;
The information from the e‐services should be comprehensive, correct, readily available, and
easy to understand with respect to language and structure;
The provision of e‐services should be confidential, and in no way violate the privacy of either
party;
The design of eGovernance applications should comply with the existing legal data protection
requirements and relevant legal and statutory laws & acts.

From the attributes it becomes evident that the “value” of information held and processed by the
eGovernance service needs to be protected at all levels (i.e. Application, Infrastructure, and Operation &
Management). Information security is intended to safeguard the information assets and is determined in
terms of confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Confidentiality: Protecting sensitive information from unauthorized disclosure or intelligible
interception
Integrity: Safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of information and software; protecting data
from unauthorized, unanticipated or unintentional modification
Availability: Ensuring that information and vital IT services are available when required
To safeguard the “value” of information, effective security measures (that can limit the risks and
vulnerability) need to be implemented harmoniously. These security measures provide layers of
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protection to the Ap
pplication, IT Infrastructu
ure, Control & Managemeent in a eGovvernance computing
ment.
environm
In fact se
ecurity of an
ny informatio
on system is essentially aan amalgamaated output o
of Applicatio
on Security,
Infrastru
ucture Security, and Secu
ure Operatio
on & Manageement. Enforrcement of seecurity at all levels is
essentiaal to achieve a fairly secure environm
ment. As the probability
p
o simultaneo
of
ous failures of
o security att
all layerss is less this aapproach haas been found to be the m
most effectivve in to‐day'ss context. Th
his layered
approacch is alternatively known as 'Defense in depth'.
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Figurre 1: Securitty Layers
dering the seecurity meassures at diffeerent levels that should be
b put in placce, a risk anaalysis must
In consid
be perfo
ormed. The risk
r analysis must
m consideer the intentt, motivation
n and capabillity of source
es of threat,
the feasibility and po
otential frequency of meethods of attack, the natu
ure of vulnerrabilities that may be
he cost of
exploited, the value of assets to be protected, the consequences of a successful attack and th
any counter measures.

2.2

A
Assurance
e Framew
work

It is welll established that information securitty can be asssured througgh selection o
of suitable se
ecurity
controlss and manageement of risks. The key activities
a
in assuring
a
information secu
urity are
a)
b)
c)
d)

Categorization of inform
mation system
Selection of baseline seccurity contro
ols
Risk assessm
ment
Refinement of the securrity controls based on risk assessmen
nt
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e) Implementaation of the security
s
conttrols
t security controls
c
f) Monitoring aand analysis of the effectiveness of the
on Security Assurance
A
Frramework will be describ
bed in ISF 01.
The detaail Informatio
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Fiigure 2: In
nformation Securityy Assurance Framew
work
3 Ca
ategoriza
ation of In
nformation System
m
The seccurity categorization are done based on the poteential impact on an organ
nization, sho
ould certain
events occur
o
which jeopardizes
j
t informattion system needed by the
the
t organizaation to accomplish its
assigned
d mission, prrotect its assets, fulfil its legal responsibilities, maaintain its day‐to‐day fun
nctions, and
protect individuals. Security categorization should
s
also cconsider the vulnerabilityy and threat information
n
onding to thee informatio
on system. All
A informatio
on systems caan be catego
orized as LOW
W IMPACT,
correspo
MEDIUM
M IMPACT an
nd HIGH IMP
PACT depend
ding on the assessed impacts. A detaiil guideline document
d
(GD 100
0) will be devveloped for this purpose.

4 Se
election o
of Baselin
ne Securiity Contro
ols
Baselinee Security Co
ontrols are th
he minimum information
n security req
quirements (Application Security,
S
Infrastru
ucture Security and Operrations and Management
M
t Security) fo
or informatio
on and inform
mation
systems in each secu
urity categorry (LOW IMPACT, MEDIUM IMPACT and
a HIGH IMPACT). A guiideline
h will list all possible
p
secu
urity controlss and act as a master
documeent (GD 200) will be deveeloped which
catalog of
o all security controls.. Baseline
B
secu
urity controls are subset of controls ttaken from the
t master
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catalog. There will be three baseeline documeents LOW BA
ASELINE (GD 201), MEDIU
UM BASELINE(GD 202),
ASELINE (GD 203).
HIGH BA
Catalog off
Security
Controls
HIGH
BASELINE
MEDIUM
BASELINE

LOW
BASELINE

Figure 3: Securityy Controls

ASELINE: Subset of basic level
l
securityy controls taken from thee master catalog of controls.
LOW BA
MEDIUM
M BASELINE: Builds on LO
OW BASELINE with additiional controlls taken from
m the masterr catalog of
controlss.
HIGH BA
ASELINE: Buillds on MEDIU
UM BASELIN
NE with addittional contro
ols taken from
m the master catalog of
controlss.
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Figure 4: Baseline Security Controls

5 Risk Assessment
Over and above the baseline security controls depending on the operating environment and technology
there can be some specific security requirements. These security requirements can be identified through
a risk assessment process. Guideline document GD 300 will be developed to outline risk assessment and
management methodologies.

6 Refinement of the Security Controls based on Risk Assessment
Based on the outcome of the risk assessment additional controls will be selected from the master
catalog of controls.

7 Implementation of the Security Controls
After identification of the security controls it is necessary to implement the security controls in the
respective information systems through managed processes. A guideline document GD 210 will be
prepared which will outline implementation guidelines in details.
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8 Monitoring and Analysis of the Effectiveness of the Security Controls
Monitoring and analysis of the effectiveness of the security controls can be conducted through periodic
testing, evaluation, review of the implemented controls. A guideline document GD220 will be developed
outlining the procedures of assessment of the effectiveness of the implemented security controls.

9 Information Security Standards and Guidelines
Document No.

Document Title

ISF 01

Information Security Assessment Framework

GD 100

Guidelines for Security Categorization of eGovernance Information Systems

GD 200

Catalog of Security Controls

GD 201

Baseline Security Controls for LOW IMPACT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

GD 202

Baseline Security Controls for MEDIUM IMPACT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

GD 203

Baseline Security Controls for HIGH IMPACT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

GD 210

Guidelines for Implementation Security Controls

GD 220

Guidelines for Assessment of Effectiveness of Security Controls

GD 300

Guidelines for Information Security Risk Assessment and Management
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